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 Fully supported by IDC until new home is found
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HPC MARKET GROWTH

AND TRENDS
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Market Growth  

x86 Linux Clusters Democratized 

Supply and Demand
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Market Growth

The Worldwide HPC Server Market:

$11.4 Billion in 2015  

Departmental 
($250K - $100K)

$4.0B

Divisional 
($250K - $500K)

$2.2B

Supercomputers
(Over $500K)

$3.3B

Workgroup
(under $100K)

$1.9B

HPC   

Servers 

$11.4B



Market Growth

2015 HPC Server Revenue by Vendor
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Market Growth
2015 HPC Server Market: By Industry/Applications 
($000) 



Market Growth

Forecast: The Broader HPC Market 
($ Million)



Market Growth

Why HPC Is Projected To Grow

1. The low half of the market is growing again after the 

recession. 

2. HPC has become a competitive weapon.

3. Governments view HPC leadership as critical.

 For national security, scientific leadership, national 

pride and economic prosperity 

4. There are critical issues HPC can help to address.

 Global warming, alternative energy, safe NE, financial 

disaster modeling, healthcare, homeland security, …



POLITICAL RECOGNITION 

OF HPC’S STRATEGIC/ 

ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE
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Examples Of Why Is HPC Is So 

Important To Nations

• In 2009, Russian President Dmitry Medvedev warned that 

without more investment in supercomputer technology, 

“Russian products will not be competitive or of interest to 

potential buyers.”

• In June 2010, Rep. Chung Doo-un of South Korea’s Grand 

National Party: “If Korea is to survive in this increasingly 

competitive world, it must not neglect nurturing the 

supercomputer industry, which has emerged as a new 

growth driver in advanced countries.” 

• In January 2013, the EU launched two 1.2 Billion euro, 10-

year research investments (in brain research and 

graphene) 



Political Recognition

United States

 July 29, 2015: President Obama’s executive order 

establishing the National Strategic Computing Initiative 

(NSC) to maintain and advance America's HPC 

leadership. Main goal: Deliver exascale computing 

capability as competing nations and global regions race 

toward the same objective. 

 October 15, 2015: The new edition of the Strategy for 

American Innovation, made public by President Obama, 

named high performance computing (HPC) as one of the 

top investment priorities for growing the U.S. economy.
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Political Recognition

European Union

 2012: Stressing potential GDP boost, 
European Commission adopted a plan 
to increase Europe’s HPC capabilities, 
including indigenous vendor 
technologies. 
• EU jumped from 9 of top 50 

supercomputers (2010) to 19 (2014)

• IDC study for the Commission 
recommended increased HPC funding

 2015: The Commission revised the 
European HPC plan (based heavily on a 
progress study they had us do) and 
requested €2 billion/year more to buy 
two pre-exascale and 2 exascale
computers 
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“We need to build on 

the talent of our 

researchers to deliver a 

European innovation 

ecosystem that 

maximizes the 

economic and social 

potential of ICT.”

EU Research & 

Innovation Strategy 



Political Recognition

China

 2015: HPC elevated to a key national R&D priority in 

China’s 13th 5-year plan. 

 2016: China HPC Development in the 13th 5-Year Plan 

describes technical goals for peak exascale by 2020. 

Weighs strengths and weaknesses. http://www.asc-

events.org/ASC16/2.pdf
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Political Recognition

Japan

 2002-2004: Japan’s Earth Simulator was world’s fastest 

supercomputer and a source of national pride.

 2012: Japan’s K Computer ranked #1 on list of world’s 

Top 500 supercomputers.

• Following tsunami and nuclear reactor tragedies, government 

exploits HPC leadership to help rebuild national morale (e.g., 

signs in subway stations).

 But government’s commitment to HPC has wavered:

• 2009: Japanese Nobel laureates rescue HPC budget from being 

severely slashed. Government: why bother if we won’t be #1?

• 2016: New initiative under way to prevent budget-slashing and 

funding of next-generation “post-K Computer.”
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WHERE DO THE 

COUNTRIES STAND?
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Where Major Players Stand

United States Investments 
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 The US is the largest buyer of supercomputers, between 

45% to 50% of WW yearly purchases at this time



Where Major Players Stand

United States 

ADVANTAGES

 The Leader: half ($) of global 

HPC market 

 Advanced vendor/user bases

 Strong tech investment 

community (e.g., S. Valley)

 The chief global supplier

 NSCI opportunity for whole-of-

nation focus on exascale

 A strong university system

 Top-notch HPC workforce

DISADVANTAGES

 Federal budget may not properly 

value/support HPC leadership

 Legacy technology burden

 Many investors misread HPC as 

“old technology”

 Target of indigenous technology 

initiatives

 Lead agencies not embracing 

NSCI economic message

 HPC labor shortage
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Where Major Players Stand

China Supercomputer Investments 
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 China has grown the most over the last decade, and 

has added many new HPC centers.



Where Major Players Stand

Observations About China

 Heavy growth in HPC investments over the last decade 

 19 major centers

 Combined government-city funding

• Reason for city investments (pragmatic uses + attract business & 

investment)

 Low utilization at government sites -- Limited large 

problems are run

• But max’d out in industry (small systems) 

 Interesting innovative example: CAS-IPE combines 

simulation w/live test models

 Limited number of skilled HPC experts & users
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Where Major Players Stand

China Application/Industry Areas
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Where Major Players Stand

China

ADVANTAGES

 Strong government funding 
commitment to Top500 lead

 Lenovo is now the #3 global 
HPC vendor

 Chinese vendors in high-growth 
mode

 Multiple groups pursue Top500 
#1 position

 Prominent HPC experts

 Large cities co-fund leadership 
supercomputers 

 Little legacy software – can 
bypass “excess baggage”

 Large number of science and 
engineering grads

DISADVANTAGES

 Small user base: big 

supercomputers underutilized

 Lenovo struggling to hold IBM 

customers

 Academic one-off experiments; 

no down-market dissemination

 Large cities present their own 

HPC agendas

 Narrow set of HPC skills, 

especially hardware/software 

 Grads lack practical skills and 

experience
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Where Major Players Stand

EMEA Supercomputer Investments 
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 Europe was very weak up to 2010, and then decided 

to reinvest in supercomputing. 



Where Major Players Stand

European Union

ADVANTAGES

 Desire to seize HPC lead

 Aggregate GDP surpassed US

 EU funders recognize HPC  
economic benefit (GDP boost)

 Strong government-industry 
partnerships

 Advanced user base

 Promising indigenous 
technology (ETP4HPC) 

 Strong in parallel software

 ARM showing momentum

 Bull Atos European OEM

DISADVANTAGES

 27 countries to corral

 New rules needed to expand 
EU-national pooling of funds 

 Weak investment community

 US vendors can appear 
European

 Weak parallel SW 
dissemination

 ARM now owned by Japan
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EU FET Flagship Projects

 Through a peer review down-select process, the 

Commission chose two flagship projects for €1 billion 

investment each over 10 years.
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Human Brain Project

 Started 2010 by Prof. Henry Markram, EPFL

 Goal: Create functional computer model of 

human brain

• Enable brain researchers to test theories, models, 

treatments

• Started with rat brain, with aim to go up the food chain

• Started with IBM partner & expanded to others – an 

exascale problem

• Approach has had its fair share of controversy in the 

brain research community 
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 Centered at Chalmers Institute of Technology (Sweden)

 Goals: 

• Establish European leadership in material with promise of 

replacing silicon in electronics (cf., CERN in particle physics)

• Create European Graphene Valley to replace Silicon Valley

 Related Nobel Laureate work done at Manchester (UK)

 Heavily exploits HPC but, unlike Human Brain, not 

officially an HPC project

 Not immersed in controversy
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Where Major Players Stand

Japan Supercomputer Investments 
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 Japan decided to lump their funds to build a single 

very large system ($550M at Riken). 



Where Competitors Stand

Japan

ADVANTAGES

 Three advanced, experienced 
HPC vendors 

 Mature domestic HPC market 
in science and industry

 Strong base in 
Supercomputers segment

 History of ranking #1 on 
Top500 (2002-4, 2011)

 History of completing 
leadership computing projects

 Fujitsu has re-entered Europe 
and is an ETP4HPC member

DISADVANTAGES

 Vendors were slow to 

embrace x86 clusters

 OEMs are largely confined 

to domestic market

 Flat growth in 

Supercomputer spending 

in past decade

 Too soon to predict Fujitsu 

success in Europe
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HPC Major Trend

The Global Exascale Race
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Exascale Race/Technologies

IDC-Projected Exascale Dates and Suppliers

U.S. 
 Sustained ES: 2023

 Peak ES: 2020-21

 Vendors: U.S.

 Processors: U.S. (some 
ARM??)

 Initiatives: NSCI/ECP

 Cost: $250-300M
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China
 Sustained ES: 2023

 Peak ES: 2020

 Vendors: Chinese

 Processors: Chinese (plus 
U.S.?)

 13th 5-Year Plan

 Cost: $350-500M

EU
 Sustained ES: 2023-24

 Peak ES: 2021

 Vendors: U.S., Europe

 Processors: U.S., ARM

 PRACE, ETP4HPC

 Cost: $300-$350

Japan
 Sustained ES: 2023-24

 Peak ES: Not planned

 Vendors: Japanese

 Processors: Japanese

 MEXT

 Cost: $600-800M



HPC Major Trend

High Performance Data Analysis 

(HPDA): HPC-Big Data Convergence
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HPC Moves into Industry (Examples)

MODELING & SIMULATION DATA ANALYTICS

1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 Today

Government 

& Academic 

Research



HPDA = Data-Intensive Computing Using HPC

Modeling & Simulation

 Existing HPC users
• Larger problem sizes

• Higher resolution

• Iterative methods

• EP jobs to the cloud 
(Novartis)

 New commercial users
• E.g., SMEs 
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Advanced Analytics

 Existing HPC users
• Intelligence community, FSI

• Data-driven science/ 
engineering (e.g., biology)

• Knowledge discovery 

• ML/DL, cognitive, AI

 New commercial users
• Fraud/anomaly detection

• Business intelligence

• Affinity marketing

• Personalized medicine

Drivers:

• Competition

• Complexity

• Time



HPDA Includes Cumulative Results of 

Iterative Methods

• Parametric modeling (product design)

• Stochastic modeling (financial)

• Ensemble modeling (weather/climate)



HPDA Market Drivers
 More input data (ingestion)

• More powerful scientific instruments/sensor networks 

• More transactions/higher scrutiny (fraud, terrorism)

 More output data for integration/analysis
• More powerful computers
• More realism 
• More iterations in available time

 Real time, near-real time requirements
• Catch fraud before it hits credit cards
• Catch terrorists before they strike
• Diagnose patients before they leave the office
• Provide insurance quotes before callers leave the phone

 The need to pose more intelligent questions
• Smarter mathematical models and algorithms



HPDA Analytics       New HPC Segments

1. Fraud and anomaly detection.
 Government (intelligence, cyber security)

 Industry (credit card fraud, cyber security)

2. Affinity Marketing.
 Discern potential customers' demographics, buying preferences 

and habits. 

3. Business intelligence.
 Identify opportunities to advance market position and 

competitiveness 

4. Precision Medicine
 Personalized approach to improve outcomes, control costs



HPDA Server Market Forecast to 2020
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HPDA As a % of Total HPC Utilization 

(All Systems)
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Where HPDA Workloads Are Run
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 USPS reports processing very large data sets in memory 

can boost performance up to 6 orders of magnitude:

 Processing outside of memory can cut performance:

• ~50% moving data from one blade to neighboring blade

• ~67% moving data from top blade to middle blade in a rack

• 25x moving data from top blade to bottom blade in a rack

• Much more when moving data between racks
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Processing in Memory
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Citizens
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Emerging HPDA Application: 

Smart City



 IoT Network Management

• Wellness

• Security

• China’s IoT plan

 Dense local nodes

• Driverless traffic

• Smart power grid

• IoT edge computing
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HPDA Application: 

Internet of Things (IoT)

Not just the 

Internet of Stupid 

Things!



HPC Major Trend 

Deep Learning, Machine Learning, 

AI
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Machine Learning

Healthcare Innovations

 Frauenklinik-Uni Mannheim (Germany): childbirth

 Childrens Mercy Hospital (U.S.): rare childhood diseases

 Frédéric Joliot Hospital (France): PET scan tracer optimization

 University of Oslo (Norway): bowel and prostate cancer

 Lobachevsky State University of Nizhni Novgorod (Russia): 3D 
virtual clones of patients

 University of Toronto SickKids Center (Canada): genomic medicine

 Neuroblastoma and Medulloblastoma Translational Research 
Consortium, Michigan (U.S.)

 University of Rochester Medical Center (U.S.): infant seizures

 Ariana Pharma (France): long-term cancer case management

 Victor Chang Cardiac Research Institute (Australia): heart 
arhythmias
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Deep Learning

IDC Research Findings
 The transition from ML (e.g., Jeopardy Watson) to deep learning (e.g., 

health care Watson) is difficult.
• Baidu: Big difference between 95% and 99% accuracy. 99% needs ca. 25 exaops.

 The DL market is in research mode but expected to enter production mode 
in 18-24 months

 To be accurate, DL needs massive data volumes that aren’t easily available 
yet in many markets outside of social media/Internet.

• GlaxoSmithKline: “the healthcare data available today is miniscule”

• Some organizations (e.g., UnitedHealth, IBM) are investing hundreds of millions ($) in 
external data to build needed volumes

 To enter mainstream, must become interactive

 Use purpose-built workstation today to develop server-level data center 
solutions in 2-3 years.

 ML/DL software ecosystem is built around NVIDIA GPUs, but Intel Phi and 
FPGAs are gaining momentum (e.g., AWS F1 

 No standard benchmarks. Vendors need to express performance in terms of 
targeted domains:

• E.g., cancer cell detections/second instead of flops or transactions/second

 AI is variously defined, but the forefront of AI research is moving to HPC
• Facebook FAIR initiative: 22 supercomputers for 15 independent European research 

institutes, including TUM, Tübingen, IST Austria, ETHZ)
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HPC Major Trend

HPC in the Cloud: Real-World 

Status and Prospects
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Major Trend

HPC in the Cloud

 64% of HPC sites run some jobs in public clouds

• Up from 13% in 2011

 But only 7-8% of all their jobs (average)

• Not much changed since 2011

• Public clouds are cost-effective for some jobs, but up 

to10x more expensive for others

• Key concerns: security, data loss

 Private and hybrid cloud use is growing faster

 Big public clouds are going heterogeneous

• AWS with Ryft FPGAs, Google with NVIDIA GPGPUs
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HPC Major Trend

ROI Associated with HPC Investments 
(3-Year Global Study for DOE-Science, DOE-NNSA)
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HPC ROI

Rationale for Study

Absent the Cold War and with major economies still hurting, 

science and national security are necessary but no longer 

sufficient reasons for government investments in 

leadership-class supercomputers 

• Leadership-class supercomputers can cost up to $500 million 

(vs. $30 million ca. 1990). 

• Need for additional argument: economic competitiveness (“to 

out-compute is to out-compete”)

• Need for scientific and industrial/economic ROI to be quantified, 

no longer just assumed.

 IDC developed new macroeconomic models to do this.
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HPC ROI

Background: Project Overview

A study that describes how HPC investments are 

related to improved economic success and increased 

scientific innovation

The study includes large scale data collection to 

populate two unique models:

1. A macroeconomic model which depicts how HPC 

investments result in economic advancements in the form of 

ROI, growth and jobs

2. Multiple Innovation Indexes that measures and compares 

innovation levels, based on the level of applying HPC 

computing resources towards scientific and technical 

advancement



HPC ROI

Latest Findings: ROI from HPC is Very High

Results indicate high ROI returns resulting from 

investments in HPC

On average, from the latest data:

 $551 dollars on average in revenue per dollar of 

HPC invested.

 $52 dollars on average of profits (or cost savings) 

per dollar of HPC invested.  



Types of Innovations Studied & The 

Typical Investments Required per 

Innovation

The average cost of an innovation was $12.7 million:



Download Results: www.hpcuserforum.com/ROI
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In

Summary

E



 HPC is still expected to be a growth market

• Growing recognition of HPC’s strategic value

• HPDA, including ML/DL, cognitive and AI

• HPC in the Cloud will lift the sector writ large

 Vendor share positions shifted greatly in 

2015 & 2016 and continue to shift 

• E.g., HPE acquisition of SGI

 The HPDA market will expand opportunities 

for vendors

Conclusions



But There are Still Major Customer 

Pain Points

Software is the #1 roadblock
• Better management software is needed

• Parallel software is lacking for most users  Many applications will 
need a major redesign 

Storage access time is becoming the #2 pain 
point

• Areal density has improved much faster than access density

Clusters are still hard to use and manage 
• System management & growing cluster complexity 

• Power, cooling and floor space are major issues 

• Storage and data management are becoming new bottle necks

• Lack of support for heterogeneous environment and accelerators 

… Some good news in that there are new technologies 
in Big data, accelerators, clouds, etc.



QUESTIONS?
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